Motivation proﬁle
Your motivation proﬁle shows the extent to which different areas have a motivating effect on you. Any lines on the dia‐
gram that are in the vicinity of the 50-line are of no crucial significance to your levels of motivation. It should be empha‐
sised that this proﬁle says nothing about your work performance within a given area, only the extent to which the various
areas motivate and energise you.
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Organisation and creating structure
Interest in tasks that require some form of coordination or organisation, with high
demands on creating functioning routines, monitoring and structure.
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Precision work
Level of motivation when faced with jobs that require thoroughness, a feel for
detail and the ability to invest time in getting to grips with individual tasks.
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Vision and target image

34

Shows how important it is to the person’s level of motivation to have clear targets
and visions for the future.

Improvisation
The level of motivation for jobs that require the ability to think on your feet and
improvise to solve problems. Enjoyment in coming up with new ideas, spontaneous
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solutions and fresh approaches.

Working in a team

62

How motivating a person ﬁnds teamwork, participation and ongoing contact with
colleagues.

Result-oriented and challenging work
This level of motivation imposes high demands on results and achieving set goals.
One is expected to be active, engaged, involved and driven to achieve goals. A
challenging job where results have a higher priority than the softer isues.
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Intellectual stimulation and development
How important it is to have intellectually demanding and challenging work tasks,
as well as motivation when faced with personal development and acquiring new
knowledge.
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Change and variation
How motivated the person ﬁnds it to work in an environment in which tasks shift
more or less without warning and where there is a requirement for ﬂexibility and
adaptability.
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